The Goal of S3 is to offer NJ business stakeholders information sharing and educational opportunities focusing on the topic of sustainability.

AGENDA

10:00 AM  DEP Welcome
Gina Gambacorto, Environmental Specialist
Bureau of Sustainability
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection

10:05 AM  DEP Update: New Food Waste Recycling Law
Presentation by Fredrik Khayati, Environmental Specialist
Division of Solid and Hazardous Waste
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection

10:15 AM  CORe®: Turning Food Into Energy
Presentation by Arielle Bernard, CORe® Sales Support Manager
Waste Management Greater Mid-Atlantic

10:35 AM  Trenton Renewables
Introduction by Andrew Johnston, Development Trenton Renewables
Presentation by Brian Blair, General Manager Trenton Renewables

11:05 AM  Q&A

11:15 AM  Conclusion

Register Here